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We prove "that finite-difference schemes can be con¬
structed having exactly the same linear stability proper¬
ties as the corresponding differential equation. This
holds for all step-sizes h > 0. The major implication of
this result is that an important source of numerical
instabilities is eliminated. The derived result is a conse¬
quence of using a generalized definition of the first
derivative of a function.
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1.1. StatemeiTb oT ~bhe Problem
Finite-difTerence (FD) schemes provide discrete models
oT differential equations for the purposes of numerical
integration. ’ However, the FD equations may have solu¬
tions with instabilities.®"® A way to characterize these
“numerical instabilities” is to state that they are solu¬
tions to the FD equations that do not correspond to any
solution of the differential equation.
For ordinary differential equations (ODE) that do not
depend explicitly on the independent variable, t,
(1-1) ^ ’
numerical instabilities will occur whenever the corre¬
sponding constant solutions of Eq. (1.1) and its discerte
FD model have different linear stability properties.® In
particular, chaotic solutions may appear in the solution
set of the FD equation. (A chaotic solution, for our
purposes, is defined to be a numerical unstable solution
that is bounded and does not approach (asymptotically) any
constant solution of Eq. (1.1).)
The purpose of this thesis is to show that, corre¬
sponding to the first-order ODE, given by Eq. (1.1), is a
1
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class o-f FD models such that; the ODE and the FD equations
have exactly the sajne linear stability properties for the
constant solutions. This result holds true for all time-
step sizes, At = h > 0. A major consequence is that all
bounded solutions of the FD model converges to some stable
constant solution of Eq. (1.1).
1.2. Summary of Thesis
We prove that FD schemes can be constructed for first-
order ode’s having exactly the same linear stability
properties as the corresponding differential equation. The
important implication of this result is the elimination of
an important source of numerical instabilities. The major
input in deriving the result is the use of a generalized
definition of the first derivative of a function.®
1.3. Outline of Thesis
In Chapter Two, certain preliminary information is
given. This provides background for the calculations of
this thesis. Chapter Three gives our theorem and its
proof. It also discusses the importance of our result for
obtaining numerical solutions of first order ODE’s.
Finally, in Chapter Four, we present some preliminary work




2.1. Linear Stability Analysis
A detailed review of linear stability analysis is
given in the thesis of Arthur L. Smith.^ Consequently, we
will only provide a brief summary of the procedure.
Consider the nonlinear ODE
(2.1) ^ = f(x),
where f(x) has N simple zeroes denoted by {x<}, i = 1,...,
N. Note that these zeroes of f(x) correspond to “fixed
points” or constant solutions of Eq. (2.1).
Now define the quantity R,- to be
(2.2) R, = dx X=X,.
The constant solution x(t) = x,- is said to be linear stable
or unstable if, respectively, R,- < 0 or R,- > 0.
Likewise, for the first-order ordinary difference
equation (OAE)
(2.3) Xi+i = F(x*),
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denote the constant solutions by Xj, = x, where
(2.4) X = F(x),
and , j = Define to be
(2.5) T- = dx x=x^
The constant solution Xj = x^ is said to be linearly stable
or unstable if, respectively, |T^| < 1 or |Tj| > 1.
2.2. Numerical Instabilities
Numerical instabilities are solutions to discrete
models of differential equations that do not correspond to
any solution of the differential equation itself.’’’ They
may occur in one or more of the following situations:
a) the inappropriate discrete modeling of derivatives;
b) the inappropriate discrete modeling of nonlinear
terms;
c) whenever the order of the FD equation is larger
than the order of the differential equation.
For ode’s, of the form given by Eq. (2.1), numerical
instabilities will always occur if for a fixed step-size.
At = h, the linear stability properties of any of the
4 S
constant solutions differ from the OAE and the ODE. ’
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2.3. Generalized De'fini'bion of t.he Derivat.ive
Consider a function x = f('t). The standard defini¬
tion of the derivative at the point t = tj is®
(2.6) dx T • ^ ^(ti + h) - f(ti)dt - h ’
if the limit exists. However, it is possible to construct
a generalized definition of the derivative. One possibi-
1 . . .5,6lity IS
(2.7) dx _dt Limh-^0
f(ti+h) - f(ti)
^(h) J
where ^(h) has the property
(2.8) ^(h) = h + 0(h=*) .
Note that for ^(h) = h, the standard definition of the
derivative is obtained. Other possibilities include the




3.1. S'ba'bement of Theorem
Consider 'the -first-order ordinary d i-f-feren-t ial equa-
■tion
(3.1) ^ = f(x),
where TCx) has N simple zeroes -(x,}-. (N may be unbounded.)
The Tini-te-di-fference model
(3.2) xt^-i - Xt^(h)
= ^(Xk) ,
where
(3.3a) ^(h) = h + 0(h2) ,
(3.3b) 0 < ^(h) < 1, -for h > 0,
has exac-tly -the same constan-t solu-tions wi-th exactly -the
same linear s-tabili-ty proper-ties as Eq. (3.1).
3.2. ProoT Q-f Theorem
Firs-t note that -functions ^(h) having the properties
given by Eqs. (3.3) do exist. A particular example is
6
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(3.4) = 1 - e-'*.










(3.6) — x(hk) .
Consequently, the solution of the FD equation converges to
the solution of the ODE.
To proceed, assume that
(3.7) |R.| <1 for i = 1,2,...,N,
where R,- is defined by Eq. (2.2). This can always be
accomplished by letting
(3.8) R = max{ I R,-1 ; i = 1,2 N}
and defining a new independent variable(3.9)t = Rt.
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It should be clear thal: the ODE and its FD model have
exactly the same constant solutions. This follows directly
from the fact that the constant solutions of Eq. (3.2),
Xj = X, are determined by the equation
(3.10) f(x) = 0,
which is just the condition for the existence of constant
solutions to Eq. (3.1).
Now consider a particular constant solution of Eq.
(3.1), say, x(t) = Xm, for m = 1,2,...,N. It immediately
follows that Eq. (3.1) can be written in the form
(3.11) ^ = R(x) (x — Xm) ,
where R(x) has the property
(3.12) Rm — R(Xm).
As discussed in Section 2.2, if Rm > 0, then x(t) = Xm is
unstable, while if Rm < 0, then x(t) = Xm is stable.
Corresponding to the constant solution Xm of Eq. (3.1)
is the constant solution
— Xm(3.13) x”*
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of Eq. (3.2). I-f "this constant solution, x* = Xm, is
perturbed by , then we have
(3.14) Xi = Xm + e*, ICjfcl C |xm|,
and, on substitution into Eq. (3.2), the result
(3.15) ~~^'Ch) “ ^(Xm + e*) = ■f(Xm) + Rm€jfc + □(£*).
Therefore, the linear equation for the perturbation €* is
(3.16) ^t+i — [1 + ^(h)Rm]£*,
whose solution is®
(3.17) Cjt = ^0 f ^(h)Rm]*,
where Cg is a constant. Therefore, the linear stability of
the constant solution Xj = Xm for Eq. (3.2) is determined
by the magnitude of 1 + ^(h)Rm. (See Section 2.2.)
Let
(3.18) Tm = 1 + <^(h)Rm.
Then for |Tm| > 1 , x* = Xm is unstable; and for |Tm| < 1,
10
Xf, = Xm is stable.
Consider, first, the case where x(t) = Xm is
unstable. This situation corresponds to Rm > 0.
Inspection of Eq. (3.18) shows that for this case Tm > 1
since ^(h) > 0. Thus, the corresponding constant solution
to the FD model is unstable.
Second, consider the case where x(t) = Xm is
unstable. For this situation: —1 < Rm < 0. This result,
on application to Eq. (3.18), implies that
(3.19) 0 < Tm < 1,
since 0 < ^(h) < 1. Therefore, from Eq. (3.17), it
follows that decreases to zero and Xj. = Xm is stable.
In summary, we have shown that if ^(h) has the
properties given by Eqs. (3.3), then both the ODE, of Eq.
(3.1), and the FD model, of Eq. (3.2), have exactly the
same “fixed points” or constant solutions and, in addition,
the corresponding “fixed points” have exactly the ssune
linear stability properties.
3.3. Discussion
The theorem presented in Section 3.2 and proved in
Section 3.2 has some value for the construction of FD
models of first-order ordinary differential equations that
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do not; depend explicitly on the independent variable t.
First, the theorem ensures that FD models, such as
that of Eq. (3.2), always have the proper numbers of
constant solutions and that these particular solutions, in
addition, have the correct linear stability properties.
This forces all solutions of Eqs. (3.2) to go, as t^ = hk
—*■ oo, to a stable fixed point of Eq. (3.1). This is a very
desireable property for a numerical integration scheme.
Second, FD schemes constructed to satisfy Eq. (3.2),
by definition, do not have the usual types of numerical




4.1. Work of Shoosmi'bh and Mickens
A recent paper by Shoosmith and Mickens*® provides an
alternative procedure Tor obtaining the main result of this
thesis. Their FD scheme for the ODE




(4.3) <f>, = e — 1
and
(4.4) A. = gX=Xfc
A direct calculation shows that this FD scheme has the same
stability properties for the constant solutions as given by
our theorem in Section 3.1.
They also apply the procedure to solving nonlinear
12
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equations and systems of differential equations. However,
many of the results obtained are still tentative and future
refinements hopefully will be made.
4.2. Systems of Differential Equations
Of immediate interest would be the generalization of
our theorem to systems of differential equations. Brief
mention has already been made to the recent work of
Shoosmith and Mickens.^® It would be of value to be able
to construct a result that builds directly on the procedure
of this paper.
Finally, the application of our technique to the more
general ODE
^ = ^(x,t) ,
is the next step in this research effort.
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